
TOO ROGER STONED
TRASH TALK
As you may have heard, Roger Stone was convicted
on all counts yesterday. Marcy’s post is here. A
jury still deliberating on a Thursday is one
thing, but they like to get the fuck out of
Dodge by a Friday afternoon, and this one did.
Predictable.

Not necessarily shocked they rendered verdicts
of guilty on all counts, but do think Judge Amy
Berman Jackson may give serious consideration to
a post trial motion, at least as to the witness
tampering verdict. It takes a lot for an honest
trial judge, and ABJ is certainly that, to
overturn a jury verdict, and I really doubt she
does here. But think she will look hard at, at a
minimum, the witness tampering evidence. We
shall see.

Okay, what counts in the college ranks this
weekend? Indiana has been on a serious roll of
late, and this week plays Penn State. If the
Hoosiers can beat PSU, they are for real, but
not gonna bet on that. I still don’t think the
Michigan Harbaugs are real, but they will likely
beat an uncharacteristically off Sparty. Texas
may run into a Brock Purdy buzz saw at Iowa
State. Purdy is from right here in the Cactus
Patch, and he is really good. The Dawgs of UGA
at Auburn may be the best game of the day, with
a soft nod to Oklahoma at Baylor.

In the Pros, there was a bit of a kerfuffle
Thursday night, while beating the Steelerts,
Cleveland’s Myles Garrett stripped the Steeler’s
QB Mason Rudolph’s helmet and beat him on the
head with it. Garrett has been suspended for the
rest of the year, at least, maybe longer under
the “indefinitely” designation. That is proper.
But, too, TV twatwaffles like CNN’s Michael
Smerconish are putting out public polls as to
whether Garrett should also be criminally
prosecuted. What the “public” thinks does not
mean squat, this is a decision for professional
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prosecutors, not television audiences.

I am really looking forward to the matchup of
Deshaun Watson and Lamar Jackson as the Texans
visit Baltimore. These are transcendent talents,
and it is hard to root against either one, but
I’ll tai the Ravens at home. Dallas at Detroit
probably depends on if Matt Stafford plays over
his clear back injury, but even is so the ‘Boys
are likely the safer pick. Jags at Colts is a
pick em, but Jacoby Brissett looks to be back
which favors Indianapolis. Who would have
guessed we would see the Wagon Circling Bills at
7-3 after ten games, but they are likely to be
so after a visit to Miami. Jets at Skins for the
lulz. The best game is, obviously, New England
at Philly in a replay of Super Bowl LII. Both
teams come off a bye. Never bet against Bill
Bel, but, damn, this could be epic. And it ought
be on prime time instead of the crack ass
placing of the Bears at Rams for SNF and Chiefs
at Bolts for MNF.

This, for all the promise going into it, has
been a boring and tepid Formula One season. Let
it end, please. But Sunday is the Brazilian
Grand Prix, a historically significant race,
even if this year does not shape up for one.
Only AbuDhabi remains after that on the
schedule, thankfully.

Music this week is from Robin Trower and one of
the truly great overall rock albums of all time,
Bridge of Sighs. This is the studio cut,
although I can attest it was even better live.
Rock on.

ADDENDUM: Yearrgh, I screwed up and did not
address Earl’s (and undoubtedly Ed Walker’s)
game of Notre Dame and Navy. Early on, I thought
the Irish were actually back with a great team.
They proved that false with a loss to the
Georgia Dawgs (a seriously good team by the way)
and then to a sketchy Michigan team and barely
eking out wins over what should have been far
outmanned teams like USC and West Virginia at
home in South Bend. Today the Wolverweenies play
the Midshipmen of Navy. Also, again, in their



South Bend home. Do the Irish ever have the
balls to play a difficult opponent outside of
their own stadium, unless forced to do so? Go
Navy!


